Circle the word that describes the word in bold in each sentence.

1. The main **performer** had to change her costume many times during the play.
   - fan
   - actor
   - audience
   - student

2. He can't lift that **crate** by himself.
   - chest
   - lid
   - chair
   - mirror

3. The baby is crying as she’s **craving** milk.
   - playing
   - satisfied
   - heating
   - hungry

4. Please **calm** down kids; I want to read in peace.
   - settle
   - move
   - worry
   - disturb

5. We use a parasol to **shade** ourselves from the sun.
   - light
   - reveal
   - shield
   - show

6. This apple juice is one hundred per cent **pure**.
   - mixed
   - fixed
   - natural
   - different
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